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One Hundred Fifty Dollars In Prizes

San Luis Merchants are Generous To Circus at Polytechnic.

Throughout the courtesy of thirty-two of the merchants of San Luis Obispo, and the interest of the institution, a circus has been arranged to be given on Thursday night, April 4th, at Polytechnic. A week ago yesterday the Poly "Y" members were told that the work of the committee was complete and that the circus would be given. The Poly "Y" members sent a call for the entertainment by means of a large sign which was hung up between the Main Street and Ninth Street entrances. The sign in all probability was one of the largest ever placed up in this town.

The Poly "Y" committee is composed of the following: Foreman & Clerk—merchant order for $25.00; Dick Willet—merchant order for $25.00; Hubert Baldwin—merchant order for $25.00; Bob East—merchant order for $25.00; Joe Willet—merchant order for $25.00; Melvin Sisson—merchant order for $25.00; Brownie Blanton—merchant order for $25.00; Charlie C.——merchant order for $25.00; Thelma G.——merchant order for $25.00; and many others.
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DEAR DERM EVENTS

Dear Derm Event: In March last, the one and only event of its kind in Polytechnic history was the Dorm Baseball team, a women's competition that filled the dormitory with laughter and excitement.

In that event, the Dorm Baseball team was the shining star, capturing the hearts of the Poly population. The event was so memorable that it set a new standard for future events.

The success of this event proved two things. First, it has proved that if one matches the fact that good dances cannot be held at Poly. This is no reason why the derm must not be successful. It all takes organization, initiative and leadership. Secondly, it has proved that dirty cords and sweaters lower the quality of the performance. This is not only fair to the fair sex to be dressed in a suit. It lends a different aspect to the affair. Cords do not fit in. A well-rehearsed drama, the way it was presented by the men of Polytechnic with the event scheduled for the near future.

The Block "P" Circus should be a great glamorous affair. This has been established by the fact that more than 500 tickets have been sold for the performance. The performance starts at 10:30 p.m. on April 14th and will be held in the gymnasium will be the center of the stage, so come early and make a night of it. All it takes is organization, initiative and leadership. Secondly, when everyone can have a real good time. The performance starts at 10:30 p.m. on April 14th.

The Block "P" Club bus a reputation of living efficient fun for the fall. The Mechanics Association had proved that the Poly dances can be good. Under the leadership of this group, one of the best dances in Polytechnic history passed into history with compliments.

The committee representing Polytechnic had fashioned an itinerary that would be free of any expense to the dance-goer. The committee had worked hard to make the dances successful. Under the leadership of this group, one of the best dances in Polytechnic history passed into history with compliments.

The purpose of these events is to give the Poly community a chance to relax and have fun. The Block "P" Circus should be a great glamorous affair. This has been established by the fact that more than 500 tickets have been sold for the performance. The performance starts at 10:30 p.m. on April 14th.

The Block "P" Circus should be a great glamorous affair. This has been established by the fact that more than 500 tickets have been sold for the performance. The performance starts at 10:30 p.m. on April 14th.

In "Take My Advice" to Play at Poly April 10th

Patronize Those Who Advertise

POLY CRACKERS

In "Take My Advice" to Play at Poly April 10th

To Poly Crackers,

I would like to know if I have read that the Poly Crackers have won the game and Clark High School where Clark High School.

Yours in perpetuity,

J. W. T. B. W

Dear Poly Crackers:

Why don't you write me a postcard with your address, so I can write to you next year?

I want you to know that the Poly Crackers have won the game and Clark High School where Clark High School.

Yours truly,

J. W. T. B. W
"When was the radio first operated in America?"

"First: Oh, Bob! This is so sudden."

"Second: Oh, Bob! This is so sudden."

"First: What makes our cooks so disorderly now?"

"Second: Oh, Luis! This is so sudden."

"Delia: Oh, this is so sudden."

"Husband (in car): Great heavens!"

"Wife (calmly): Then why don't you turn off the radiator."

"Miss Peterson: No, it's just standing around the dormitory."

"Sales Girl: How long is your dormitory."

"George Schmidt (in English): "Yes, I know. My feet were hot so I washed it and it made me balsam, but upon her returning she exclaimed: 'Who's all fightin'?'

"Lola Roberts: But Captain, how did you get your name?"

"Second Student: Oh, I'm off to India to study.”

"Miss Peterson: It gives me great pleasure to give you a "B."

"Dick Willett: Aw, really enjoy yourself, I expect."

"George Schmidt (in English): "Define dust."

"Student (to professor): And in what line do I specialize?"

---

"They would be arrested for disorderly and bowlegged?"
Track Season Now Well Under Way

The track season, in keeping with the account of the big track meet at Faith College, has now swung into full stride, but it is expected that the work will be extended as far as possible. The track has had a little rain but, in addition, it had already been cut almost as high as possible. The track is expected to be in splendid condition for the meet. The fellows plan to have another sprint event on the track and will then have the regular track meets.

Spring Sports Review

In "Take My Advice" to Play April 10, at Poly

With a decided urge to stimulate as many possible, the boys without leisure are in the prime of condition. The high school is now in full swing, and the boys are finding it almost too much. They are using equipment very willingly and are doing a great deal of work. The regular track meets have started and are expected to continue as far as possible. The track is expected to be in splendid condition for the meet. The fellows plan to have another sprint event on the track and will then have the regular track meets.

Baseball Is Now Getting Under Way

Coach Agosti has been working out a plan to have an intermural league between the high school and Poly. The various teams are expected to have four games a week and the league is expected to work out well.

Balance on hand in Boys Athletics at 30.75.

Expenses

Fr. Ath. Pictures set 40.00
Buyers Sets 25.00
Balance 10.00

Expenses: 240.00

Apportionments:

Track 75.00
Baseball 105.00
Track 170.00
Balance 175.00

A. P. Agosti
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STUDENTS CHEVROLET ESSAY CONTEST

Write 200 words on the new Chevrolet six — win a 1930 Chevrolet collegiate molder, or for each $1 spent in any Southern California high school can enter this contest. Close April 15th, 1930.

FIRST PRIZE...CHEVROLET SIX Collegiate Model Sport Roadster Five Cash Prizes . . . . $5 each Five Cash Prizes . . . . $2.50 each

FIVE FULL PARTICIPATION BLANKS FROM ANY CHEVROLET DEALER

CROSS GROS, Good Clothes, Snappy Novelties

STETSON HATS

871 MONTEREY STREET
Polygmites Now Drink Milk Direct From Poly Cows

Do you know the latest? The boys of Polygmites have obtained milk directly from the school's cows. The school has found a way to stop wasting the milk. Jim Marvin has volunteered to be in charge of milking and looking after the cows. He drives the cows to the field from the school, does the milking and returns. The milk is then stored in a large tank. 

We are pleased to announce that the students have voted to extend the use of the speed leveling system. This system was initiated last year and has been a great success. It has helped to improve the accuracy of the school's measurements.

Eighth Older Boys' Conference Held Here

The eighth annual South Coast Older Boys' Conference was held in San Luis Obispo, March 17-18. The meeting was well attended despite the rain and poor weather. There were seventy-five delegates present, and a number of leaders present.

The conference was held at the Poly Gymnasium, and was attended by Ventura and Santa Barbara schools. Dr. Walter Crawford of the Montecito Institute was the organization and inspiring address on The Time of Our Time. The conference was won, "To Meet To Measure," and the conference was held at the Poly Gymnasium, and was attended by Ventura and Santa Barbara schools.

The conference was successfully conducted and was attended by Ventura and Santa Barbara schools. Dr. Walter Crawford of the Montecito Institute was the organization and inspiring address on The Time of Our Time. The conference was won, "To Meet To Measure," and the conference was held at the Poly Gymnasium, and was attended by Ventura and Santa Barbara schools.
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